The OSM app that was created to reduce the stigma of outdated technology for monitoring offenders and provide a more modern avenue to help them get more positive reinforcement for the duration of the monitoring process. By replacing old technology with modern technology the offenders already own and use everyday we are changing the offenders view and their willingness to comply with monitoring requirements.

Outreach accomplishes this by allowing the offender to maintain a more structured “normal” life with minimal testing/check-in disruption. We provide a resource that they carry with them all the time to notify them of tests, court dates, therapy or class appointments as well as provide positive reinforcement that they are being compliant. The monitoring party also has the ability to more closely evaluate an offenders progress and make adjustments as needed.

At Outreach we know that your client data is important to you and highly sensitive to the case. We ensure that all of your data is safe and secure with redundant backups and multiple levels of security, while providing you access across any network connected device. By using 1024-bit SSL certificates on the servers, and implementing the same best practices of HIPPA, all traffic to and from the website, phones, monitoring parties and servers are encrypted. Strong passwords and the regular review of access logs and policies help to further keep your data safe.

The OSM product was architechted with scalability in mind, designed to handle tens of millions of offenders. This is made possible by using Amazon Web Services (AWS), a massively scalable platform that can easily provide to many of thousands of servers.

Smart Breath Breathalyzer
We are bringing together state of the art breathalyzers with technology to help monitoring divisions as well as offenders.

- Police-grade Xtend Fuel cell sensor technology in companion with an internal breath pump.
- Only 5 seconds of blowing needed for a reading
- A recalibration is only needed after 1 year or 1,500 tests.
- Live 24/7/365 monitoring of all check-ins generated from our electronic monitoring devices.
- DOT-NHTSA-FDA Devices Available
We pride ourselves in the many features of Outreach that make it user friendly and intuitive to both the monitor and offender.

Geo Fencing
The monitoring party can choose to be notified of each violation that occurs and customize the Geo Fencing to work with what is needed for the offender.

The Path Tracker
A GPS breadcrumb feature enables clients to query a subject's GPS path during a specified period of time with the option of check in, stationary and transit points.

Incentive and Sanctions
A robust incentive and sanction program provides a wide range of individualized resources to subjects while reinforcing positive behavior automatically.

Events Calendar
A court and events calendar within the app helps the offender keep track of times, dates, locations and notes for their upcoming event.

Customizable Reports
Customizable reports from Outreach replace monthly reports, while adding the value of homework, easier preparation for office visits and out of state reporting.

Rehabilitative resource
With ready available resources we make it easy for our offenders to reach out if they need. The resources include:

- Crisis: Immediate call to a support group
- Call/Text non crisis call or text
- Find a shelter: GPS location of the nearest shelter to subjects phone
- Additional resources: Employment, housing, counseling, etc
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